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traditional techniques and extinction 
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Abstract 

Nathdwara Pichwaii painting, a centuries-old Indian art form, has mesmerized art enthusiasts 

worldwide with its intricate designs and vibrant colours. Rooted in religious and cultural significance, 

this traditional art has been a cornerstone of Rajasthan's heritage. However, the emergence of craft 

decorative items has raised concerns about the potential extinction of traditional Pichwaii techniques. 

This paper examines the historical and cultural context of Nathdwara Pichwaii painting, the reasons 

behind its decline, and the impact of contemporary craft decorative items on this traditional art form. 
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Introduction 

Nathdwara Pichwaii painting originated in the town of Nathdwara, Rajasthan, India, during 

the 17th century. These intricate paintings primarily depict Lord Krishna's various forms, 

narrating his life stories and divine exploits. Traditionally, Pichwaiis adorned the walls of 

Nathdwara s Shrinathji temple, creating a visually enriching experience for devotees during 

religious ceremonies. Over time, this art form extended beyond religious contexts, attracting 

art connoisseurs worldwide. 

Historical and Cultural Significance of Nathdwara Pichwaii Painting is immense in history. 

The roots of Pichwaii painting can be traced back to the Vallabhacharya sect of Hinduism, 

which deeply reveres Lord Krishna. As a form of devotion and worship, these paintings were 

considered an expression of love and adoration for the divine deity. Master artisans, often 

belonging to specific communities, passed down their skills and techniques through 

generations, ensuring the preservation of this unique art form. 

Several factors have contributed to the gradual decline of traditional Pichwaii painting 

techniques 

a. Changing Patronage: With modernization and changing demographics, the demand for

traditional Pichwaii paintings has dwindled. Many wealthy patrons have shifted their

preferences to contemporary art, leading to a decline in support for traditional artists.

b. Economic Pressures: Creating Pichwaii paintings requires extensive skill, time, and

resources. As mass-produced craft decorative items flood the market, traditional artists

often struggle to compete economically, leading them to abandon their craft for more

sustainable livelihoods.

c. Artistic Apprenticeship Challenges: The traditional apprenticeship system, which

played a crucial role in preserving Pichwaii painting techniques, is fading away due to

the younger generation's reluctance to pursue this art form as a livelihood.

The emergence of craft decorative items, inspired by Pichwaii paintings, has further 

contributed to the endangerment of traditional techniques. These items often mass-produced 

and using cheaper materials, attract a larger consumer base due to their affordability. As a 

result, the market is flooded with replicas and imitations, diverting attention away from 

authentic traditional Pichwaii paintings. 
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The rise of craft decorative items has several negative 

consequences on traditional Pichwaii painting 

a. Loss of Artistic Integrity: Craft decorative items lack 

the intricate details and authenticity found in traditional 

Pichwaii paintings, eroding the true essence of this art 

form. 

b. Diminished Artisan Communities: The decline in 

demand for traditional Pichwaii paintings threatens the 

very existence of the artisan communities that have 

preserved these techniques for generations. 

c. Cultural Erosion: With traditional techniques fading, 

the cultural and historical significance of Pichwaii 

painting risks being forgotten. 

 

To ensure the preservation of Nathdwara Pichwaii 

painting and its traditional techniques, various efforts 

can be undertaken 

a. Awareness Campaigns: Raising awareness about the 

cultural significance of traditional Pichwaii painting 

among the public, both nationally and internationally, 

can foster appreciation and support. 

b. Artistic Collaborations: Encouraging collaborations 

between traditional artists and contemporary designers 

can help infuse new life into Pichwaii techniques while 

creating marketable products. 

c. Government Support: Government initiatives, such as 

providing financial aid, establishing art schools, and 

organizing exhibitions, can help sustain and promote 

this traditional art form. 

 

Conclusion 

Nathdwara Pichwaii's painting holds immense cultural and 

historical importance, making it imperative to safeguard its 

existence for future generations. As the market for craft 

decorative items grows, concerted efforts must be made to 

preserve traditional techniques, support artisan 

communities, and foster appreciation for this timeless art 

form. By acknowledging the threats posed by the emergence 

of craft decorative items, we can take necessary steps to 

ensure the continued legacy of Nathdwara Pichwaii's 

painting. 
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